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Speaker, 

Chief Whip,  

MMC’s,  

Fellow Councillors,  

Municipal Manager,  

HOD’s,  

Distinguished Guests,  

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Good Afternoon. 

Speaker,   

We are deeply saddened and lost of words on the passing of Cde Jackson Mthembu. 

In him our nation has lost a selfless soldier. 

Minister Mthembu was an exemplary leader, an activist, and lifelong champion of 

freedom and democracy. He was a much loved and greatly respected by many in both 

public and private sector. His passing leaves our nation at a loss. At the time of his 

death, he was at the forefront of government’s fight against the COVID-19, which is 

wreaking havoc in the country, he was responsible for communicating government 

messages in the fight against this pandemic. 

May his soul rest in eternal peace. 

I would also like to send our heartfelt condolences to the family of Dr Sibongile 

Khumalo, our iconic, world-celebrated South African singer, affectionately known as 

Ma’Mngoma,” 

She has performed with many celebrated groups and artists and has graced many 

honoured occasion, including former President Nelson Mandela’s 75th birthday and 

1994 inauguration. She also led the South African and New Zealand national anthems 

at the World Cup rugby final in 1995. 

Indeed, a musical giant has fallen. This is a loss not only to music fraternity, but a big 

loss to all South Africans.  



This musical icon helped introduce the sound of Opera with traditional Zulu music to 

the world.   She was awarded Silver class of the order of Ikhamanga in 2008. This was 

in recognition of her contribution to the country’s arts and culture. She was also 

granted a Doctor of music honoris by Rhodes university. 

We send our condolences to her family and friends.  

 

Speaker,  

The 34th African Union Heads of State and Government Ordinary Summit, which sat 

over the weekend of 06 -07 February 2021, appointed our very own Adv Dumisani 

Ntsebeza SC as a judge of the African Court on Human Rights and Peoples Rights. 

This is a huge milestone for Africa as a whole, his experience will greatly benefit us as 

a continent in protecting the rights of our people. Congratulations are in order Bra D. 

I also wish to extent my heartfelt congratulations and well wishes to the class of 2020 

for passing your matric exams. Your dedication, commitment and hard work has finally 

reaped benefits. This is a momentous achievement and a first step in unlocking your 

future and reaching great heights. 

I also want to thank the parents and teachers for playing a big role in saving the 2020 

academic year despite the challenges we encountered due to pandemic. We lost 

about a term as schooling was halted for months, because of the pandemic, yet we 

managed to outperform ourselves and reach heights for the 2020 academic calendar. 

The top three performing provinces are: 

• Free State – 85.1% 

• Gauteng – 83.8% 

• Western Cape- 79.9% 

On the district level: Top five performing district nationally: 

• Tshwane South – 89.6% 

• Gauteng West – 88.1% 

• Gauteng North – 87.0% 

• Johannesburg North – 86.9% 

• Sedibeng East, Gauteng – 86.8% 

To those who did not do well, it’s not the end yet, chin up and try again. Whatever you 

do, don’t ever give up or quit. You can do it. 



It was the late President Nelson Mandela who once said Education is the most 

powerful weapon which you can use to change your world. The most certain path to 

success lies in trying one more time. 

To all those who made it, this is now the start of a new chapter in your life. Hard work 

has never failed anyone. All the best with your future endeavours. 

 

Speaker,  

The government has begun vaccinating frontline workers with the Johnson & Johnson 

vaccine. Over 15 388 healthcare workers have been vaccinated in the country since 

the 80 000 Johnson & Johnson doses arrived last week. 

In phase 1 of the vaccination programme, only healthcare workers in the public and 

private sector are being vaccinated as they are most at risk to Covid-19 infection. 

The government has procured 9 million vaccine doses from the J&J, as well as 20 

million doses from Pfizer have been promised, along with an additional 12 million 

doses from the COVAX facility. We also expect vaccine doses through the AU’s 

African Vaccine Acquisition Task Team facility. 

With all this effort, I am confident that we are going to win this battle against the 

pandemic. Let’s continue to support the government and ensure strict adherence to 

COVID-19 regulations. 

Speaker,  

The State of the Nation Address (SONA), which marks the opening of the national 

legislature for the year, has come and gone. 

In its wake it has sparked debates, some are not new, such as the trajectory the 

country should be taking on the economic direction to be pursued. 

President Cyril Ramaphosa’s state of the nation address (Sona) promised progress 

but offered little detail on key policy areas such as energy, public finances, and land 

reform. 

Long promises but short in details. 

 
  



Speaker,  

We welcome and support the premier’s pronouncement on the development of South 

corridor during his state of the province address on Tuesday. As the industrial hub of 

Sub-Saharan Africa, the Gauteng City Region has adopted a strategic posture of 

leading the way in the industrialisation and re-industrialisation agenda of our country 

and continent. 

We also support the development of the single multi-tier Special Economic Zones 

(SEZs) which is the primary anchor of our industrialisation agenda. Furthermore, the 

provincial government intend to have at least one SEZ in each district or metro, 

specialising in distinct sectors and industries in each corridor. It is imperative that we 

should align our thinking and planning accordingly in other to achieve this milestone.  

Accordingly, four priorities were identified by the premier:  

Firstly, Winning the battle against the COVID-19 pandemic and building resilient 

institutional and societal capacity to deal effectively with any future pandemics and 

disasters in the Gauteng City Region. 

Secondly, Re-igniting the Gauteng economy to take a lead in South Africa's economic 

reconstruction and recovery plan as well as Africa's industrialisation agenda. 

Thirdly, Recalibrating social policy to improve educational and health outcomes, fight 

crime and protect the most vulnerable sections of the population against urban poverty 

and hunger. 

Lastly, Improving governance across the Gauteng City Region to focus on delivering 

results and improving the quality of life of residents as well as enhancing ethics, 

integrity, and accountability. 

I am glad that Gauteng City Region is taking a lead in the implementation of the 

Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan as announced by President 

Ramaphosa. 

Speaker, I must mention that the focus on high-growth priority sectors and 

infrastructure investment projects that will unlock the transformation, modernisation 

and re- industrialisation of the different corridors and districts of our City Region is a 

bold move which requires a steadfast commitment from all of us. 

  



These high growth priority sectors include: 

• Automotive, Aerospace and Defence 

• Transportation and logistics 

• ICT and digital services with a focus on the gig economy 

• Energy, with a focus on new technologies and diversifying the energy mix 

• Tourism and Hospitality 

• Food, Beverages, Agro-processing, and agribusiness 

• Construction and Infrastructure 

• Financial services 

• Cultural and creative services 

• Industrial Cannabis 

We ought to align our planning with this commitment and ensure that we are a perfect 

fit for this proposal. Most important, we ought to give the provincial government the 

necessary collaboration required to realise this milestone. 

 

Speaker,  

The much-anticipated 2021 budget took place yesterday, with many of us anxious to 

hear what the finance minister would say as the world continues to battle a pandemic. 

Surprisingly, no major tax increases were announced – but fuel, carbon tax, sin tax 

and national debt saw an increase. The minister did say that government debt was 

unfortunately extremely high. A lot of money will be allocated to the purchase and 

rollout of much needed vaccines alongside a new initiative that will be allocated to 

emergencies that may arise during the vaccine. 

 
Some Highlights of the Budget Speech: 

 

• The inflationary impact called fiscal drag, has been addressed through a 5% 

increase in tax brackets and primary rebates. The net impact is a net 

reduction of R2.2bn in personal income tax. 

• Proposed tax increases of R40bn over the next four years, announced in 

the MTBPS, have been withdrawn to support an economy under severe 

pressure. 

• Corporate income tax rate will be lowered to 27% for companies with years 

of assessment commencing on or after 1 April 2022.  

 

https://www.biznews.com/budget/budget-2020/2020/10/28/budget-speech-mtbps


• Tax on fuel will be increased by 26c per litre – 15c for the fuel levy; 11c for 

the Road Accident Fund.  

• Excise duties on liquor and tobacco products have been raised by 8%. As a 

result, alcohol is expected to contribute an extra R1.1bn and tobacco R700m 

in the 2021/22 fiscal year.  

• Government is (again) promising to address SA’s rapidly rising public sector 

wage bill, budgeting to cut it by R265bn in the next three years.  

• The country provided “one of the largest fiscal responses to the pandemic 

among developing countries” with government spending surging to a record 

41.7% of GDP. This will continue in the current fiscal year with R9bn 

budgeted for vaccines which are expected to be rolled out in the second half 

of the year. 

• SA’s Budget Deficit has ballooned to a record 14% of GDP, virtually double 

the previous peak of set in 1993. A year ago, Finance Minister Tito Mboweni 

forecast a Budget Deficit of 6.2% which would have been the second highest 

ever. Government spending now exceeds R2trn a year. 

  
• Despite the sharp increase in State spending, South Africa’s economy 

contracted by 7,2% in 2020, one of the hardest hit economies in the world. 

This is, however, an improvement on the minus 7,8% that had been 

projected four months ago. The direct cost to the economy of Covid-19 is 

thus quantified at R230bn. 

• More than three quarters of the R213bn shortfall is due to four streams – 

Personal Income Tax (30%); Corporate Income Tax (19%); VAT (17%) and 

Excise Duty (11%). 

 

Speaker, it is commendable that in the face of persistently weak growth and revenue 

declines, the 2021 budget sets out an ambitious plan to cut expenditure by reining in 

public sector wages. 

As much as the budget is lacking in many fronts, South Africa is in a much better 

financial position compared with October 2020. The future is not as bleak as many 

have prophecy. We can do it. 

 

  



Speaker,  

In conclusion…… 

In terms of the Municipal Systems Act, we are required as a municipality to consult the 

local community on the developmental needs and priorities, through the Integrated 

Development Plan (IDP).  

This is to ensure that the planning is aligned to community needs and helps to prepare 

a budget that speaks to the community needs.  

Due to Covid-19 regulations and the restrictions placed on public gatherings, we have 

initiated a different approach to public participation, alternative to face-to-face 

meetings, as a means of collecting community needs.  

This new approach involves filling of forms and submitting via email or using My 

Midvaal App or physical submission at the allocated points. 

We have a set target of 1000 responses and I can proudly say, we are surely reaching 

our target. 

A total of 706 forms have been received thus far. About 370 came through email and 

146 from My Midvaal App and 196 came through physical submissions. 

Under the circumstances, the response is overwhelming. Let us continue to encourage 

our people to participate and be counted before 1 March 2021. This is the only way to 

ensure that our people have their say in the development of their communities. 

Speaker, 

We have emerged from many challenges that most we have overcame. We have 

learnt valuable lessons that we are taking forward.  

As the Municipality we will continue with our quest to bring and deliver quality services 

to our communities. That is our pledge. 

We need to be more focused, more resolute, and more willing to advance the cause 

of this municipality. 

We also need to remind ourselves that we don’t get results by focusing on results, but 

we get results by focusing on the actions that produces results.  

Let us roll up our sleeves and go do the work we are called to do – which is serving 

the people of Midvaal. 

 

I THANK YOU 


